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The Community Progress Network (CPN)
CPN is a coalition of Arlingtonians committed to advancing our community’s vision of inclusivity
and diversity. Comprised of more than 30 non-profit, government and civic leaders, CPN works
to engage, educate and advocate for equitable programs, policies, and investments in Arlington.
Recognizing that the voices of low-income Arlingtonians often go unheard, CPN launched a
series of facilitated roundtable discussions focused on key service areas essential to every
individual and family. The CPN Roundtables provide an opportunity for community residents to
share challenges and identify opportunities for strengthening services and supports. The third
roundtable took place on March 28, 2019 at Wakefield High School in Arlington, focused on the
theme “How affordable is Arlington; A community conversation about the state of housing in our
community.”
Removing barriers to participation and creating a welcoming environment for over 155
participants was a key priority. Volunteers included translators to support the full participation
of Spanish, Arabic, Amharic, Mongolian and English speakers, and childcare was provided. 21
small group tables were organized by language spoken, with a conversation facilitator,
notetaker, and, as needed, translator. Four tables were designated for teens aged 13-18. CPN
recruited 25 participants that have Permanent Supportive Housing of which 19 attended. 45
committed affordable housing participants were recruited of which 35 attended. 130 noncommitted affordable participants were recruited of which 81 attended. 2 participants had
housing grants and 12 were unknown. CPN also had 10 former Arlington residents attend (see
annex 4).
The evening kicked off with a family style dinner allowing participants and table volunteers to
get acquainted and build trust to encourage more open conversation. After introductions,
facilitators led participants at each table in a discussion about how their housing is working for
them. A second round of discussion explored what community characteristics were most
important for them. The third round focused on how hard or easy it was for participants to
locate affordable housing and county resources and other services. Each round of table
discussion was followed by a full room “harvest” time to uncover emerging common concerns
and cross cutting issues.
Notetakers at each table recorded closely the comments and concerns of participants. CPN will
publish the full report as well as all table notes on its website,
www.communityprogressnetwork.org.
The attached is a report organized into a narrative section and a coded section of the comments
gathered that evening. The narrative section covers highlights of the discussions based on the
topic questions. The coded section codes statements based on the themes of the discussion.
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How well is your housing and neighborhood working for you and your family?
For most participants, the features that make their affordable housing units and neighborhoods
work for them include the amenities that surround them, such as public transportation, retail,
and schools. Neighborhoods are walkable and grocery stores are accessible. Most participants
had an easy time finding information about affordable housing through the Department of
Human Services, their case manager, or through another housing assistance program. Waitlists
for such housing is long and the paperwork required to apply is found to be difficult by some.
Participants also appreciate the libraries,
community centers, shelters and county
services that are available and easily
reachable. Many stated that they had
good neighbors and were part of a
welcoming community. Resident Services
such as AFAC food distributions and
other programming were held in high
regard. One of the challenges facing
participants is rent increases. Despite the
lower cost of affordable units, many still
felt that even committed affordable units
to be expensive and created a financial
strain on their tight budgets. Some
expressed that they are still spending
fifty percent of their income on rent.
A challenge that several participants expressed was getting approved for housing grants and
then meeting the requirements for such grants. “The inspector came and said my wife and my

four (4) kids need to move into a 4-bedroom but there are none available. We finally found a
house to move into, but it was only $100 more than the grant allowed but since it was over the
amount, they didn’t care and we couldn’t get the house. There are no 4-bedrooms available with
the grant amount we have! No exceptions!”
While some participants felt that they had a good relationship with their property management,
some expressed a lack of responsiveness by staff to requests. Some participants fear voicing
their concerns regarding property management because they are worried about immigration,
retaliation from neighbors or property management, or that they become stigmatized as
problematic tenants. Having a stronger sense of community in the complex, including a better
relationship with management, would play a big role in many people’s views of the quality of
their housing.
Participants appreciated the police presence in their neighborhoods and feel that their
neighborhoods feel safe. Others cited propped doors, loitering, and non-functioning entry
control systems, although keypad entry was appreciated by most. Many explained that their
neighborhoods were poorly lit, and that streets or intersections were either pitch black or
dangerous to cross, especially those streets undergoing heavy construction.
For many residents, housing in Arlington is challenging but many are willing to face those
challenges in order to pursue the opportunities the county offers including schools and public
amenities such as parks and libraries.

“I love the schools in Arlington-they are the best. We moved here because of the schools.”
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What are some of the most important features or characteristics of a community that are
important to you?
One of the major reasons given by participants
of why they desire so strongly to stay in
Arlington is because of the quality education
their children receive. For those without
children, a similar feeling was felt towards
staying in Arlington because of the community,
ease of transportation, and access to social
services. All of these were the draws that offset concerns about the price of housing,
especially the high price relative to the size of
the apartment units. For families, this could
look like squeezing many family members into
one or two rooms, or it means paying more for
smaller square footage to stay where they
have connections to schools and other
community resources.
Many participants noted that the biggest reason they stay in Arlington, despite concerns about
rent, are the schools. One participant put it very starkly: “Alexandria has great housing

options—nicer, newer apartments but the schools are very, very bad. Arlington has old, bad
apartments but the schools are very, very good.” This also is tied to the feeling that some of the
other area schools will expose their children to drugs or gangs, which is not as big of a concern
in Arlington. Participants also appreciate the other programs that help their students, such as
Montessori starting for kids at 3 and parent support programs.

The types of support residents receive across the board, as well as through the schools, was
also cited as a reason to stay in Arlington. The support from case workers—from the county and
other programs—was noted as a positive, but also one of the major ways participants were able
to access and understand the different sources of support that
exist. Those who receive these services generally have a
deep appreciation and connection to their workers, which
helps the resident feel more connected to the community.
The flip side is that, without this “in,” residents can struggle to
know about the resources that do exist. For example, people
who indicated that they had no or few difficulties finding
affordable housing tended to have support from an outside
group. Other services that were seen a positive, although
some wished they had more consistent access to, were the
parks, libraries, and community centers. There was a desire
to make some of the free programs available to residents in
these places, as well as within affordable housing
developments, more well-rounded and responsive to the
needs of all residents. One participant noted it just seems to
be computer and English classes, which does not address the
actual needs of many.
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There is a balance between participants who embrace the car-free lifestyle and appreciate the
easy access to public transportation compared those who still rely on cars and struggle with
limited parking options in their neighborhoods. Many participants noted parking as a challenge,
such as only having one assigned spot for an apartment that owns two cars, or teens noting
there is no visitors parking for their friends to come over. There are concerns about availability
for overnight street parking, as well as concerns about the cost of parking on top of expensive
rent. Others highlighted the fact that they enjoy the ability to live in Arlington without needing a
car and prefer to see more people using public transportation.
There are a variety of feelings about access to recreation from the participants. Those that have
good playgrounds on or near their apartment complexes note it as important, and those who
have lost play and green space due to development note the lack of access. Access can also
mean having the path to and from a park well maintained and lit, as some of the adults try to
walk for exercise at night, but do not always feel safe doing it in the dark. Participants who had
green space, recreation space, and grills on their properties felt that these were a big asset to
their community, if they are well maintained and monitored. Consistent access to community
centers, especially as some are being remodeled, is a concern, along with accessible
programing for children and especially teenagers.
Finally, many of the participants noted that they generally feel safe
and secure in their communities. While people tended to feel safe
and secure in their individual units, there are some concerns about
safety at large. Many people, especially those who felt they had
good neighbors and a secure building, felt safe in their own
neighborhoods. However, some people noted that their individual
buildings are not secure, such as not having functioning entry control
systems and people loitering particularly at night. A bigger concern is
pedestrian safety at night and in areas of high construction, such as
Columbia Pike. As many participants walk to complete daily tasks,
such as grocery shopping, they are concerned when there is not
adequate lighting at night. This can be hard for participants, because
it is important to them to live close to grocery stores and other retail
spaces to reduce the time the chore takes, but they may only be able
to go at night and then worry about safety. There is also a general
sense of concern about rising traffic with new development, specifically Amazon, and how that
works for pedestrians especially those with mobility challenges.
In all, what participants indicated they desired in a community already exists in Arlington, it is
just a matter of ensuring there is more consistent access, and that these programs are
maintained. There is fear that as prices increase, more big businesses and development come
in, that the people in more affordable units (designated or not) will be the ones to lose green
space and other amenities. Moreover, there is concern about the ability to stay in the area with
access to these community benefits, especially the high school teens who do not feel that they
will be able to stay in Arlington when they are ready to leave their families. They do not
envision having a job, either after high school or after college, that pays well enough for them to
afford to live in Arlington independently.
How easy or hard has it been to find housing that is affordable to you and your family?
There were a variety of experiences when it came to ease of finding affordable housing. Some
participants were successful by going to the Arlington County website and finding affordable
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housing options there. Some participants found information and support through community
groups, churches, and information posted in public facilities. A significant number of people
shared that their success in securing housing was significantly due to the 1-on-1 aid and
assistance they received from DHS case managers.
A larger group of participants expressed that their experiences of securing affordable housing
were challenged with a few roadblocks along the way. One participant said that it took them
five years to obtain a voucher, but they were told they had two weeks to find an apartment.
Another stated that they must give two months’ notice to vacate the apartment, making it
difficult for a quick turnaround. There were also participants who had a hard time finding
apartment buildings that would accept the Housing Grants at all.
Some stated that there was an overwhelming number of requests for documentation that they
either didn’t have, were very difficult to obtain, or couldn’t access because of limited English.
Some people felt anxiety because the process of finding the documents was so long and
arduous, it delayed their affordable housing registration process and risked the possibility of
losing it if they did not meet their deadlines. Income requirements were also a stressor. One
participant shared, “I feel like I can’t work overtime in fear of losing the housing grant or other
programs,” when discussing the choices, she had to make sure she was within the income
guidelines for the program.
Many participants felt that housing, whether it was affordable or not, was a significant financial
burden to them and their families. Some people expressed that they were still paying over 50%
of their income every month and some apartments did not include the costs of utilities or fees.
Other costs such as parking or laundry were also cause for concern. Due to the fluctuating
nature of bills and annual increases in rent, participants expressed a lack of stability because
they felt like they could not keep up. One area that was especially difficult for residents were
utility bills that were not included in their overall rent, making it hard to budget from month to
month. Even with affordable housing, it is difficult to sustain themselves financially and find that
they are moving over and over again to find more feasible options.
The financial strain brought on by participants
also spoke to the fact that they don’t see an
opportunity for upward mobility. One person
said, “wanting to buy a house eventually feels

limiting. I wish I knew of paths towards home
ownership.” Another stated that, “we think about
buying, but that would require me to move out of
Arlington.” Participants expressed concerns
about development and the growing housing
market; sharing their uncertainty of how rents will
go up or if they or their adult children will get a
chance at jobs.
Students expressed that they would like to stay
in Arlington because this is where their friends,
family and community are, but the “bar is high” for making enough money to sustain an
affordable cost of living. A few are already anticipating having to live with their parents after
they graduate.
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What resources and/or information have you used (or would like to use)?
Participants generally knew that there were resources out there but didn’t have a good grasp on
what they were, how to access them, or what could be applicable to them. Some found support
through the Department of Human Services and the Arlington Employment Center. Some
mentioned that aid through non-profits such as Doorways for Women and Families, the Arlington
Street People’s Assistance Network (ASPAN), Bonder & Amanda Johnson Community
Development Corporation (BAJCDC) or other community organizations. A significant number of
participants mentioned a specific case manager that helped them get to a point of stability and
security, whether that meant in housing, employment, or services. Through these programs and
professionals, they were able to learn about paths towards housing grants, Housing Choice
Vouchers, and Permanent Supportive Housing among other services.
Some expressed the challenges that come with a lack of awareness, existence, or accessibility
to information. Depending on citizenship status
or limitations in English speaking skills, people
had a hard time knowing what they qualified
for. They mentioned supports such as language
assistance and English classes would be
helpful in navigating their processes. One table
shared that more information should be printed
because there was only one person in the
discussion that had internet access at home.
While many mentioned that 1-on-1 relationships
with case managers were pivotal in their
process of understanding services that were
available to them, some had negative
experiences when trying to get help; citing that
people were rude or didn’t have the answers to
questions they were asking.
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Data Coding
The following is an overview of those roundtable discussions. The best way to get a sense for
what’s going well and what’s not is to look directly through the notes and comments that were
recorded during the session.
The discussions were organic, and while they were given some framework not every table
followed the same conversation path. To get a higher level view a data analyst went through
and coded the comments under themes they were describing. The benefits of this method of
turning qualitative into quantitative data include (but of course are not limited to):
-

You can see how often a topic turns up
It’s faster to digest than reading over 100 pages of notes
It can present some immediate focus areas for policy makers to address

The downsides include:
-

-

Since the discussion was organic, just because something was mentioned once doesn’t
mean it’s not a wider spread concern, issue, or positive sentiment, for example: only one
recorded comment was related to Gentrification.
Not all notes indicated which participant shared which comment, in some notes you
could track the same story turning up as an answer to different questions. With shorter
comments the analyst couldn’t determine if it was one person echoing the same
sentiment in response to a different question or a different person with a similar
sentiment.
The roundtable was not intended to build consensus, note takers were not instructed to
note how many people agreed with each comment raised by an individual participant.

Below is an overview of 68 codes that are mentioned 4 or more times. All 218 codes can be
reviewed in the Annex 2: Coded Data.
Conversations tended to cross the basic structure provided to facilitators, therefore the overview
here will condense them to either What is working statements and/or Challenges.
What is working [28 codes] [307 mentions]
• Safety [35 Mentions] – Participants said they felt safe in their neighborhoods and in the
surrounding community.
• Public Transit [30 mentions] – Participants looked favorably upon public transit options
from busses to rail services, remarking on convenience, timeliness, and availability.
• Convenience [19 mentions] – Participants spoke of convenience being a nice perk of
where they lived.
• Apartment Size [15 mentions] – Participants described their homes as either satisfactory
or spacious in terms of square footage. At least two comments noted that older buildings
tended to have more space.
• Desire to Stay in Arlington [15 mentions] – In spite of high cost of living, participants do
not want to move out of Arlington, citing family, friends, fondness for the county, and
schools.
• Walkability [13 mentions] – Participants noted how easy it was to walk to get to different
resources (libraries, grocery, retail, schools, etc.).
• APS Favorable Views [13 mentions] – Participants made positive remarks about the
quality of the schools and staff.
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Good Relationship with Property Management [13 mentions] – Participants indicated
that they got along well with property management and that staff were well liked.
Decent Relationship with Property Management [6 mentions] – Participants had no
complaints, but no praises either.
Security [12 mentions] – Participants felt secure in their apartment and building,
appreciating fob-based building access control, police presence, and good neighbors.
Case Manager [12 mentions] – Participants praised a case manager as being crucial to
helping them find housing and explaining the required paperwork.
Proximity to Grocery [11 mentions] – Participants appreciated when they were within
easy commutes / walks of grocery stores.
DHS – helpful [10 mentions] – Participants felt that DHS was helpful in connecting them
to affordable housing providers and supportive housing services.
Easy to find affordable housing [10 mentions] – Participants had no problem finding
affordable housing. Or they found it neither easy nor difficult [6 mentions].
Polite / Helpful Community [10 mentions] – Participants shared that they had good
neighbors and were part of a welcoming community.
Quiet [9 mentions] – Participants shared that they liked that their neighborhoods were
quiet or peaceful.
Retail [9 mentions] – Participants appreciated the variety, availability, and proximity of
retail to their location.
Libraries / Community Centers [9 mentions] – Participants appreciated or had thankful
remarks about the availability of libraries and community centers and the resources they
provided.
Shelters / County Services [7 mentions] – Participants had positive remarks about
Arlington shelters, inspectors, and mental health services
AFAC [7 mentions] – Participants appreciated being able to participate in AFACs food
distribution.
Police Positive Perception [7 mentions] – Participants mentioned they had positive
interactions with the police and that they appreciated their presence.
Responsive Maintenance Team [6 mentions] – maintenance requests were completed
quickly and correctly.
Close to Schools [5 mentions] – Participants appreciated how close they were to the
schools.
Housing Assistance [5 mentions] – Participants praised DHS grants, vouchers, and other
supportive housing services.
Housing is Affordable [5 mentions] – Participants thought that their housing was
affordable.
Neighborhood [5 mentions] – Participants liked their neighborhood overall
Resident Service Programming [4 mentions] – Participants appreciated resident focused
programming offered in various forms at their apartment complex.

Challenges [40 codes] [465 mentions]
• Housing is Expensive [56 mentions] – Participants indicated that the cost of renting was
onerous.
• Apartment Size [34 mentions] – Often in tandem with Housing Expense, participants
noted that apartments sizes were too small, or that appropriately sized units were often
financially out of reach. Several participants opted to house a 5 or more-person family in
a one- or two-bedroom apartment.
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Parking Options [32 mentions] – Participants criticized lack of parking at apartment
complexes, lack of overnight parking on streets, and cost of parking in context of their
apartment.
Hard to find affordable housing [21 mentions]
Rent increases [19 mentions] – Participants found it hard to keep up with year after year
increases in rent, $50 adds up quickly. One participant experienced a sudden rent
increase of $250.
Unaware of Resources [18 mentions] – Participants were unaware of resources or did
not know where to look for help.
Utilities and Submetering [18 mentions] – Participants thought that utilities were too
expensive and that in some instances felt that the rent was not transparent because it
didn’t disclose how much they could expect to pay for utilities. Some residents wanted
utilities included in rent. Some had issue with RUBS style utility billing and felt they were
paying more than their fair share.
Requirements for supportive housing / services [17 mentions] – Participants found that
they were disqualified for services and supportive housing by slightly too much income,
ID requirements, or residency status. Felt that there were no supports for them.
Staff Lack Professionalism or Know How [16 mentions] – staff are rude, dismissive, or
unable to operate independently of the Property Manager leading to miscommunication
or stressful situations.
Lack of responsiveness to repair requests [15 mentions] – management was either slow
or wouldn’t complete repairs requested by participant.
Challenging Relationship with Property Management [14 mentions] – Participants
characterized their relationship with property managers as challenging.
Pests [13 mentions] – Pests bother certain residents and they can’t get a resolution from
property management.
Lighting [13 mentions] – Participants felt that their neighborhoods were poorly lit, streets
or intersections were described as pitch black or dangerous, some specific mentions:
N. Queen intersecting N. Quinn
S. Oakland St.
Lack of Security [12 mentions] – Participants did not feel safe in their apartments or
homes, citing propped doors, loitering, and non-functioning entry control systems.
Lack of Pedestrian Safety [12 mentions] – Participants felt like pedestrians were in
danger in their neighborhoods, Columbia pike was called out in one note which also
discussed the preponderance of construction in the area as a contributing factor.
Affordable Housing is Not Affordable [10 mentions] – Participants find even Committed
Affordable Units to be expensive. Their overall financial strain may be reduced by living
on these properties, but their budget is still very tight.
Lack of Safety [10 mentions] – Participants did not feel safe in their neighborhoods or
surrounding community, concerns of being out after dark and allowing children to go
places on their own.
Aged Buildings [10 mentions] – Participants disliked living in older buildings citing
maintenance issues, poor finishes, and lack of amenities.
Racial/Cultural Discrimination [9 mentions] – Participants experienced different
treatment owing to their race or cultural affiliations. Refusing to rent to additional
Mongolians, being impolite or less accommodating due to Muslim heritage, or noticing
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differences when interacting with a white leasing associate vs a Hispanic leasing
associate.
3+ bed availability [9 mentions] – Participants have trouble locating large apartments
that are affordable.
Homeownership seems unattainable [8 mentions] – Participants felt that
homeownership was not possible in Arlington County. Two participants noted that as
expensive and hard it is to live in Arlington, they are doing it so their children can take
advantage of the school system. Otherwise they would choose to live further out.
Construction [7 mentions] – Participants were frustrated by constant construction near
their homes.
Lots of Documentation Required [7 mentions] – Participants disliked the amount of
paperwork required to apply for affordable housing or supportive housing
grants/vouchers. In conjunction with the long waitlists they found they had to re-submit
updated documentation which was frustrating for some.
Amazon [7 mentions] – Participants are worried about what impact Amazon will have on
their housing expenses.
Fear of Retaliation for Voicing concerns [7 mentions] – Participants were afraid to bring
forward various issues to property management because: They were worried about
immigration, they were afraid the neighbors would cause them harm, they were afraid
management would label them a problem tenant.
Lack of Respect [7 mentions] – Participants feel that they are looked down upon
because they are low income.
Lack of Laundry Room [6 mentions] – Participants felt that having a building laundry
room or in unit washer/dryers would improve their living situation.
Police – Negative perception [6 mentions] – Participants mentioned feeling fearful of
police or felt that police could not keep them safe.
Language Barriers [5 mentions] – Participants encountered difficulty with their housing
due to communication problems.
Loss/ Lack of public parks [5 mentions] – Participants wanted more green space, or
current green space to be better preserved.
Public Transit [5 mentions] – Participants found public transit to be insufficient for their
purposes or found increased fares burdensome.
No internet access [5 mentions] – Participants did not have internet access, one
mentioned that this made it difficult to find appropriate affordable housing.
Long waitlists for affordable housing [5 mentions]
Acceptance of Voucher and Grant funds [4 mentions] – Participants have trouble finding
apartments that will accept vouchers or housing grants.
Spending over 50% of income on Rent [4 mentions]
Supportive Housing is Lagging Rent increases [4 mentions]
DHS slow or unhelpful [4 mentions]
Noisy / rude / unwelcoming Neighbors [4 mentions]
Stability [4 mentions] – Participants did not feel stable in their lives.
Questionable Fees [4 mentions] – Participants experienced charges from their landlord
that seemed unfair or questionably legal.
Cleanliness or operability of laundry [4 mentions] – Specific to apartment buildings,
participants noted that laundry rooms
were dirty or often had inoperable machines.
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Apartment Accessibility [4 mentions] – Participants had a hard time finding apartments
that could accommodate their disabilities.
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